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One-step formation of multiple emulsions in microfluidics†
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We present a robust way to create multiple emulsions with controllable shell thicknesses that can vary

over a wide range. We use a microfluidic device to create a coaxial jet of immiscible fluids; using

a dripping instability, we break the jet into multiple emulsions. By controlling the thickness of each

layer of the jet, we adjust the thicknesses of the shells of the multiple emulsions. The same method is

also effective in creating monodisperse emulsions from fluids that cannot otherwise be controllably

emulsified, such as, for example, viscoelastic fluids.
Introduction

Multiple emulsions are drops containing smaller drops within

them.1–3 They are useful for making particles and capsules

through a templating process.4–6 Multiple emulsions can be

formed with the desired structure using microfluidic devices;7–9

by solidifying the drops, they can be transformed into particles or

capsules whose properties are determined by those of the

multiple emulsions. These capsules are useful because they

provide a protective shell for active reagents; by tuning the

properties of the shell, the capsules can be triggered to burst, to

release their payloads under specific conditions of heat, pH, or

physical stresses.2,10,11 This makes capsules formed with micro-

fluidics valuable for a range of active delivery applications,

including for fragrances and enhancing enzymes in cosmetics,

pharmaceuticals, and the controlled release of pesticides.12–15

However, current microfluidic techniques are limited because

drops can be formed only with a narrow range of shell thick-

nesses. This limitation arises due to the mechanism of formation:

In the best approach, the drops are formed by a multi-step

mechanism; a series of drop makers are aligned end-to-end such

that the output of one feeds the input of the next. Thus, the

innermost drop is formed in the first drop maker and encapsu-

lated in drops of increasing size in the next drop makers,

producing the multiple emulsion in a stepwise process.16,17 For

example, to create a triple emulsion, the innermost drop is

encapsulated in a larger drop to form a double emulsion, which is

then encapsulated in a still larger drop to produce the triple

emulsion. To produce monodisperse emulsions, the flow rates

must be set to ensure that all junctions operate in the dripping

regime.18 This is the regime in which monodisperse drops are

formed at a periodic rate at a fixed location in the device. This

limits the flow rates to a narrow range, and typically results in

multiple emulsions with thick shells. However, many applica-

tions demand much thinner shells. Thus, a versatile method that

can operate over a wide range of flow rates is essential.
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In this paper we present a simple and robust technique to form

multiple emulsions with a wide range of shell thicknesses. We use

a microfluidic device consisting of a series of flow-focus junc-

tions. By setting the flow rates such that all but the final junction

are in the jetting regime, we produce a coaxial multiple jet of the

fluids. The jet itself is broken into multiple emulsions using

a dripping instability; a dripping instability is one in which

a confined jet is broken into monodisperse drops at a periodic

rate at a fixed location in the channel. This mechanism can thus

operate at flow rates in which the inner phase is jetting, enabling

production of multiple emulsions with a wider range of shell

thicknesses. It can also create monodisperse drops from fluids

that normally cannot be emulsified controllably, such as visco-

elastic fluids. This is achieved by surrounding the viscoelastic

fluid in a second fluid that is easier to emulsify; by inducing the

outer fluid to pinch into drops, we also pinch the inner fluid into

drops. The inner drops can be released by breaking the double

emulsions, yielding a monodisperse emulsion of the viscoelastic

fluid.
Results and discussion

We create our emulsions using a flow-focusing geometry, which

consists of two channels that intersect to form a cross.19,20 The

dispersed phase is injected into the central inlet and the contin-

uous phase into the side inlets. The fluids meet in the nozzle

where drops are formed over a wide range of flow conditions,

which can be described by two dimensionless numbers. The

Weber number of the dispersed phase Wein ¼ rnin
2l/g relates the

magnitude of inertial forces to surface forces; r and nin are

the density and velocity of the inner phase, l the diameter of the

channel, and g the surface tension of the jet.21 The Capillary

number of the outer phase Caout¼ m nout/g relates the magnitude

of the shear on the jet, due to the continuous phase, to its surface

tension; m and nout are the viscosity and velocity of the outer

phase.22 For {Wein, Caout} > 1, the dispersed phase does not

break into drops, whereas for {Wein, Caout} < 1, a dripping

instability occurs, breaking the dispersed phase into drops. Drop

formation in microfluidics is usually classified as being shear

dominated or pressure dominated. Shear dominated formation

tends to occur in unconfined geometries, in which Ca z 1,23

whereas pressure dominated drop formation occurs in confined

geometries in which Ca < 0.01. In our system, Ca > 0.01, but the
Lab Chip, 2011, 11, 253–258 | 253
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of a double flow-focus device for double emulsion

formation. The flow rates are normally set so that dripping instabilities

are present in both junctions; this emulsifies the inner phase and then the

outer phase, producing double emulsions in a two-step process. (b) By

increasing flow rates the first instability can be removed, causing the inner

phase to jet; this forms a double jet that can be broken into double

emulsions in one step.

Fig. 2 Double emulsion formation for different inner-phase Weber numbers

forming double emulsions in a two-step process. When Wein is increased beyo

forming a double jet that breaks in a one-step pinch off. The inner and continu

7500 with the ammonium salt of Krytox� FSL at 1.8% by weight; the middle

(SDS) at 0.5% by weight. The scale bars denote 80 mm.

254 | Lab Chip, 2011, 11, 253–258
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flows are confined, precluding direct application of either

formalism. Rather, in our system, the drop formation mech-

anism likely combines shear and pressure effects.

When forming double emulsions, two flow-focus junctions are

used; the outlet of the first feeds the inlet of the next, as shown in

Fig. 1a. Normally, dripping instabilities are present in both

junctions. This produces double emulsions in a two-step process:

the inner drop is formed in the first junction and encapsulated in

the outer drop in the second.18,24–26

Double emulsions can also be formed in a one-step process by

removing the first dripping instability, by increasing the flow

rates in the first junction. This produces a jet of the inner phase

that extends into the second junction. There, it is surrounded by

a sheath of middle phase, producing a coaxial jet, as illustrated in

Fig. 1b. If the flow rates in the second junction are set to induce

a dripping instability, the coaxial jet is pinched into double

emulsions, as depicted in Fig. 1b. Thus, there are two distinct

types of double emulsification: in two-step formation there are

two regions in which drops are formed, whereas in one-step

formation all drops form in a single region.

To demonstrate control over the formation process using

dripping instabilities, we construct a double flow-focus device

with a constant channel height of 50 mm. The width of the nozzle

channel in the first junction is 50 mm and in the second junction

80 mm. For the fluids, we use deionized water with sodium

dodecyl sulfate (SDS) at 0.5% by weight, and HFE-7500 fluo-

rocarbon oil with the ammonium carboxylate of Krytox� 157

FSL at 1.8% by weight as the surfactant. The density is
, Wein. For low Wein, dripping instabilities are present in both junctions,

nd one, the first instability is removed; this causes the inner phase to jet,

ous phases, injected into the first and third inlets, are composed of HFE-

phase, injected into the second inlet, is water with sodium dodecyl sulfate

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 3 (a) Pinch-off locations of the inner and outer jets as a function of

Wein. At low Wein dripping instabilities are present in both flow-focus

junctions, so the inner and outer jets break at different locations. As Wein

is increased beyond 1, the inner phase jets into the second junction; this

causes the inner and outer phases to pinch off at the same place. (b)

Because the first junction is not limited to the dripping regime, this allows

double emulsions to be formed with thin shells. The function for T is

derived by equating the volume of the shell to the volume of middle phase

supplied over one drop formation cycle; it is plotted by inserting the inner

drop radius rin measured from the images, and the parameter a ¼
Umid(r/gl3)1/2 ¼ 0.706, computed from known constants.
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1614 kg m�3 for HFE 7500 and 998.3 kg m�3 for water. The

viscosity is 0.77 cSt for HFE 7500 and 1.01 cSt for water. We

estimate the surface tension between the dispersed and

continuous phase to be 1–5 mN m�1. To form O/W/O double

emulsions, we pattern the wettability of the device such that the

first junction is hydrophilic and the second hydrophobic. We

accomplish the patterning of the wettability using a flow-

confinement technique.27 Wettability patterning is needed for

both two-step and one-step formation. In two-step formation it

is necessary to form the inner and outer drops in two different

junctions. In one-step formation, it is necessary to form the

coaxial jets that are broken into double emulsions. An advantage

with one-step formation is that the patterning does not have to be

as precise as with two-step formation. This is because once the

inner jet is formed it is surrounded by a protective sheath of the

middle phase; this allows it to remain encapsulated even if

the channel properties in that region favor wetting. This makes

one-step formation easier to implement and, generally, more

robust in practice.

We begin by forming double emulsions with the two-step

process. This requires two dripping instabilities, one in each

junction. We set flow rates to 600 mL h�1 for the inner,

1000 mL h�1 for the middle, and 2500 mL h�1 for the continuous

phase, ensuring that {Wein, Caout} < 1 in both junctions. This

causes the innermost phase to drip in the first junction, and the

middle phase to drip in the second, forming double emulsions in

a two-step process, as shown for Wein ¼ 0.2 in Fig. 2. As we

increase Wein, the first flow-focus junction approaches the jetting

transition, although the process remains two-step, as shown for

Wein¼ 0.8 in Fig. 2. As we increase Wein above 1, the inner phase

begins to jet, producing a coaxial jet, as shown for Wein ¼ 1.1 in

Fig. 2. Because {Wein, Caout} < 1 in the second junction,

a dripping instability breaks the coaxial jet into double

emulsions, as shown in Fig. 2.

To quantify the transition between these formation processes,

we measure the pinch-off locations of the drops. At low Wein, the

inner and middle phases pinch off at different locations, because

there are two separated dripping instabilities, as shown in

Fig. 3a. As Wein is increased, both pinch-offs are displaced

downstream due to the higher shear, though the process remains

two-step, as shown in Fig. 3a. As Wein is increased beyond 1, the

inner phase jets; the drops pinch off at the same place, as shown

in Fig. 3a. The transition is sudden, due to the discontinuous

nature of the dripping-to-jetting transition.28–30 As the ratio of

innermost to middle phase fluids increases, the shell thicknesses

decrease, as shown in Fig. 3b. We measure the average shell

thickness T by computing the difference in the radii of the outer

and inner drops, measured optically. With two-step formation,

shells thinner than 7 mm cannot be formed because the requisite

flow conditions do not allow dripping; by contrast, with one-step

formation we operate in the jetting regime, producing double

emulsions with thin shells, as shown in Fig. 3b. To obtain the

function for T, we equate the shell volume to the volume of

middle phase supplied over a single drop cycle; this produces

a function that depends only on Wein and the known constants,

rin the inner drop radius measured from the images, and a,

a parameter equal to the product of known constants; the

function is plotted with the data without free fitting parameters,

as shown in Fig. 3b. The precision of the shell thickness
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
measurement is limited by our ability to resolve the droplet

interfaces, which for our images is �1 mm.

To visualize the dynamics of one-step formation, we record

movies with a high-speed camera. Early in the cycle, the coaxial

jet extends into the flow-focus junction, as shown for t ¼ 0 ms in

Fig. 4. This allows the dripping instability to narrow the coaxial

jet. Since the inner jet is thinner than the outer jet, it reaches an

unstable width sooner; this causes it to pinch into a drop before

the outer jet, as shown for t ¼ 375 ms. As the cycle progresses the

outer jet continues to narrow and ultimately breaks, producing

the double emulsion at t ¼ 625 ms.

One-step formation can also be used to create higher-order

multiple emulsions. To illustrate this, we construct a triple

emulsion device, consisting of three flow-focus junctions in

series. To form W/O/W/O triple emulsions, we pattern the

wettability to make the first junction hydrophobic, the second

hydrophilic, and the third hydrophobic. We inject water, HFE-

7500, water, and HFE-7500, all with surfactants, into the first,

second, third, and fourth inlets, respectively, at flow rates of

4000 mL h�1 for the innermost phase, 3000 mL h�1 for the first

middle phase, 3000 mL h�1 for the second middle phase, and

7500 mL h�1 for the outermost phase. This ensures that {Wein,

Caout} > 1 for the first two junctions and {Wein, Caout} < 1 for

the third, so only one dripping instability is present. This creates

a triple coaxial jet in the third junction, with a water jet
Lab Chip, 2011, 11, 253–258 | 255
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Fig. 4 One-step formation of multiple emulsions. Double emulsions are formed by breaking a double jet, whereas triple emulsions are formed by

breaking a triple jet. In these images, the inner jets break before the outer jets. As fluids for the double emulsions, we use HFE-7500 fluorocarbon oil with

1.8% of the ammonium salt of Krytox� 157 FSL (w/w) and deionized water with 0.5% SDS (w/w) as the surfactant. For the double emulsions, we inject

oil, water, and oil into the first, second, and third inlets, respectively. To form triple emulsions, we inject water, oil, water, and oil into the first, second,

third, and fourth inlets, respectively. The scale bar denotes 50 mm for the upper row and 80 mm for the lower row.
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surrounded by an oil sheath, surrounded by another water

sheath, surrounded by the oil continuous phase, as shown in

Fig. 4. As with the double jet, the triple jet narrows when it enters

the junction. This causes the inner jet to break, t ¼ 250 ms, then

the middle jet to break, t¼ 625 ms, then the outer jet to break, t¼
750 ms, producing a triple emulsion, as shown in Fig. 4. One-step

formation of this type thus consists of a series of pinching events,

one for each jet as it reaches an unstable width.

A different kind of one-step formation occurs when the inner

jet is more stable than the outer jet. This occurs when the

innermost phase is a fluid that forms very stable jets, such as

a viscoelastic fluid or a fluid with a low surface tension. To

demonstrate this, we replace the innermost phase with octanol,

which has a low surface tension with water, resulting in a very

stable jet, and making it difficult to emulsify using microfluidic

techniques. By injecting octanol as the innermost phase, we

produce a coaxial jet in which the inner jet is more stable than the

outer jet, Fig. 5. As the outer jet pinches into a drop, it squeezes

on the inner jet, pinching it into a drop as well. This produces
256 | Lab Chip, 2011, 11, 253–258
a double emulsion with an octanol core, as shown in Fig. 5.

Because a dripping instability is used, the double emulsions are

monodisperse, as are the octanol cores. In essence, this enables

a difficult fluid like octanol to be controllably emulsified, and

provides a new way to create emulsions from such fluids. This

method can also be applied to other difficult fluids, such as

viscoelastic polymer fluids. These fluids are needed when tem-

plating particles or capsules from emulsions; however, due to

their viscoelastic properties, they are extremely difficult to

emulsify, because their elastic response under shear resists drop

formation.31 However, by surrounding the viscoelastic jet by an

oil jet, it too can be controllably emulsified. We demonstrate this

using a 10 wt% solution of polyethylene glycol (PEG) (mean Mw

600 000) in water; frequency dependent shear behavior was

probed at room temperature using a rheometer (ARES G2,

Couette geometry). The viscous and elastic part of the complex

shear modulus show scaling behavior according to the Maxwell

model for viscoelastic fluids in the frequency range u ¼ 0.01–

100.32 We determined the elastic modulus to be 1.5 Pa. As the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 5 One-step formation of double emulsions in which the inner jet is composed of a fluid that does not easily break into drops. To form double

emulsions from a fluid which has a very low interfacial tension with water, we inject octanol as the inner phase. To form double emulsions from

a viscoelastic fluid, we inject polyethylene glycol (mean Mw 600 000) in water at 10% by weight as the inner phase. In either case, HFE 7500 and water are

injected as the middle and continuous phase, both with surfactants. The scale bars denote 50 mm.
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outer jet pinches into a drop, it also pinches the viscoelastic jet

into a drop, as shown in Fig. 5. This produces double emulsions

with viscoelastic cores. The cores can be released by breaking the

double emulsions, yielding a monodisperse population of visco-

elastic drops.

To quantify the dynamics of these breakups, we measure the

jet widths as a function of time. Early in the process the inner and

outer jets narrow in unison, as shown in Fig. 6a. When the inner

jet reaches an unstable width, it breaks, rapidly narrowing and

forming a drop. Interestingly, this coincides with a slight

widening of the outer jet, showing that additional middle-phase

fluid rushes into the void left by the collapse of the inner jet, as

shown in Fig. 6a. Eventually, the outer jet also collapses, forming

a double emulsion. In the case of the triple emulsion, this is

followed by another widening and collapse of the third jet, as

shown in Fig. 6b. The functional form of the collapse for the

inner and outer jets is the same and can be fit to a power law with

exponent 1/2. This is consistent with the breakup of a single jet
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
due to Rayleigh–Plateau instability. This similarity suggests that

the jet breakup right at the moment of pinch-off for each of the

nested jets is similar to that of a single jet.33,34

When the inner jet is more stable than the outer one, the

pinching dynamics are different. With the octanol jet, there is

a prolonged narrowing of both jets followed by a sudden

collapse, as shown in Fig. 6c. The functional forms can also be

fit to a power law, but with exponent 2/5. This indicates that

the pinching dynamics involve interactions between the jets.

With the viscoelastic jet, the collapse is much slower. There is

a prolonged narrowing followed by a very slow collapse; this is

due to the viscoelasticity of the inner jet, as shown in Fig. 6d.

These collapses can also be fit to power laws, with exponents of

1; unlike the other jets, these jets do not accelerate close to

pinch off, as shown in Fig. 6d. Thus, although one-step

formation can produce monodisperse double emulsions with

different fluids, the pinching dynamics depend on the fluid

properties.
Lab Chip, 2011, 11, 253–258 | 257
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Fig. 6 Jet diameter d, normalized by the channel width w, as a function of

time during one-step formation t, normalized by the drop formation

period tp in (a) double emulsions and (b) triple emulsions; in these cases the

inner jets break before the outer jets. When the inner phase is composed of

a fluid that forms stable jets, the inner and outer phases break at the same

time, as they do when the inner jet (c) has a low surface tension or (d) is

viscoelastic. All collapses can be fit to power laws, but with different

exponents depending on the physical properties of the fluids.
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Conclusions

Microfluidic devices can form multiple emulsions in different

processes by controlling dripping instabilities. If several insta-

bilities are present, they are formed in a multi-step process,

whereas if one is present, they are formed in a one-step process.

The one-step process creates very thin-shelled multiple emul-

sions, which should be useful for capsule synthesis applications.

It also enables difficult fluids, like viscoelastic fluids, to be

emulsified controllably. This should be useful for synthesizing

new kinds of particles requiring viscoelastic polymers.
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